
<Phil> Ganymede crew is trying to recover from the strange events that just occurred and figure out what there discoveries mean.

<Phil> <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

<FCO_Droopy> :: at the helm looking at the readouts::

<CMO_LtCmdr_Aria> <Zek>::Monitoring Cisab.::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CTO: Lt report, what's our status? 

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Continues to monitor repair crews from Main Engineering. ::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::In the Mess Hall finishing up a piece of cheesecake::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> ::on the bridge in the center chair:: 

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> :: At his post doing diagnostics on the internal sensors. Looking at the time reference when everything happened with the salvage ship. Sets a warning alarm for when the Constitution class enters 100 km relative to the Gany.::

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> ::at her post, reallocating power from all nonessential systems and move it to Tactical and Engineering::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::She finishes and places her plate where it is needed. She then exits the Mess Hall, heading for a Turbo Lift::

<FCO_Droopy> :: making adjustments to keep the ship stationary::

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: I'm going over internal scans from the attack by the salvage ship. I also set a warning alarm when the Constitution class enters our sphere of defense.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CTO: Very well. 

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *CEO*: Chief, how are the repairs going? 

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::She reaches a Turbo Lift and enters it.:: Computer: Bridge please Computer. ::She smiles as it begins to move::

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> *XO*: Repairs are continuing, sir. I've got all available crewmembers working and have already shut down non-essential systems, per your orders.

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::The Turbo Lift reaches the Bridge and the doors open. She exits and heads to her seat. She reaches it and takes a seat::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> OPS: Commander, how are our energy reserves, are we meeting requests? 

<FCO_Droopy> :: checking the available engine power::

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> *XO*: I haven't spared anyone to research why this is happening, sir. I just wanted you to be aware.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *CEO*: Understood Chief, repairs have priority, I'll notify you if that changed. 

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::Looks over at the XO:: XO: So how are things up here Commander?

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CTO: Lt, did Commander Cisab manage to finish his configuration of the pod? 

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> *XO* Understood, commander.

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> ::she notices on her sensors that there are some activity still going on that shouldn't be happening.::   XO:  We got power to Tactical and Engineering and other essential systems.  Though I'd advise not to strain usage for a few more hours.   Also Commander, the sensors are still showing activity in the computer that shouldn't be there.  The source is elusive at the moment.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CNS: Ah, Counselor, just the girl I wanted to see.  I need you to investigate what happened to Commander Cisab.  Take a look around the scene of the accident, and see if you can determine just what happened. 

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: Unknown Commander, But I'll check. :: Brings the sensors routed through the pod online.::

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> *Ens_Fixit* Ensign, please assist me with the warp drive.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> OPS: Terminal access, or internal bugs? 

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::Pauses for a moment:: XO: Understood Commander. ::She leaves her chair and heads for the Turbo Lift::

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: The pod has been reconfigured, Commander. Just give me a few minutes to make heads or tails of the readings.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> <Ens_Fixit> *CEO* Aye, sir. I'll be there momentarily.

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> :: Begins manipulating the scan cycle programs.::

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Continues to reroute warp systems in an effort to complete repairs without taking the warp drive offline. ::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::She enters the Turbo Lift and orders it to the Deck where the pod is located::

<Phil> Action: Constitution steadily moves toward the Ganymede, showing signs of increased power

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> XO:  Standby Commander.

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: That Constitution is closing fast Commander. And it's not sparing the horses.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *CEO*: Chief, how far along are we on repairs, can we get underway? 

<FCO_Droopy> :: Sees the Constitution and checks for available evasive routes::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::The Turbo Lift stops and the doors open. She exits and walks over to the scene, where she found Cisab:: Self: This is going to be interesting.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> *XO* Impulse drive is ready, sir. Warp drive needs repairs, though. I'm having to do some very creative repairs to keep the warp engines online.

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::She looks around while she takes out her Tricorder and flips it open, starting scans::

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> XO:  From what I can tell, there are no signs of any outside access to our systems.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *CEO*: I don't want a repeat of what we just encountered, we're moving out of here before that Constitution intercepts us. 

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> OPS: Thank you commander, look into the source of the anomalies further, I want to know if we have a virus. 

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> Ens_Fixit: Please isolate the warp core and check alignment.

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> XO:  Understood.

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::Looks at her readings strangely:: Self: Nano bots, strange. ::Tries to see what they are doing::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> FCO: Mr. Droopy set a course out of this shipyard, and away from that vessel.  ::points to the oncoming Constitution:: 

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> *XO* Aye, sir. We still have crews working on the last hole, please do what we can to keep any more holes from opening.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *CEO*: I'll do my best Chief, keep me posted.  Mordane out. 

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> ::begins search the anomalies to see if there are any viruses in the systems::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::Looks at her Tricorder curiously and then taps her Combadge:: *XO*: Counselor Selar to Commander Mordane.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *CNS*: Yes Counselor, have you found anything? 

<FCO_Droopy> XO: Setting course 289 mark 002, Sir

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> FCO: Engage. 

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> ::Smiles and checks current repair schedule for the third time in 10 minutes. ::

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> :: Rotates the shields to provide maximum protection on the vector which an attack would come form.::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> *XO*: Commander I have found nano bots located inside the Computer. They seem to be rewriting files in the replicator circuits.

<FCO_Droopy> XO: Engaging, sir ::taps the helm to activate the impulse engines::

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: I have adjusted shields to provide us maximum protection from the Constitution, sir.

<Phil> Action: As the Ganymede attempts to leave the area at impulse speed the decommissioned ship turns to follow

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *CNS*: Oh, isn't that wonderful.  Thank you Counselor.  See if you can find out who knocked out our dear Commander.  ::Said a touch sarcastically:: 

<FCO_Droopy> :: makes minor course correction to evade some shrapnel::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> *XO*: Of course sir. We would all like to know that. ::Sarcastically as well:: *XO*: Selar out. ::She closes the communication and looks for the cause of Cisab's "attack"::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> OPS: Now you've got a known problem to search for.  I want to know what sectors these nanobots are rewriting and if we can stop them.  Coordinate with Engineering on this, tell the Chief he has my permission to divert some resources for this. 

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CTO: Understood Lt.  In our current situation, how much of a threat would you say the Constitution vessel poses? 

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::She bends down at a console that looks damaged. She scans it::

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Adjusts the plasma field settings, wondering how they could have gotten so out of alignment? ::

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> XO:  Aye.

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: With standard armament, minimal. But if it has been upgraded like the salvage ship, then we had best keep our distance.

<FCO_Droopy> ::double checks the readiness of the shuttles... and makes some more adjustments to ensure a smooth flight::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::She taps her Combadge again:: *XO*: Commander, according to my readings a console here as had a plasma discharge. This was the last console Commander Cisab was working at so I would assume he was hit by this discharge.

<Phil> Action: A low energy tractor beam lashes out from the constitution trying to lock onto the Ganymede.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *CNS*: Plasma discharge?  Are we talking an circuit rupture, or weapons fire? 

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: Tractor beam incoming.

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: It's low on the energy spectrum, sir.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> Ens_Fixit: Plasma field has been aligned. Please proceed with anti-matter field adjustments while I monitor the repair progress.

<FCO_Droopy> XO: Shall I try to evade the tractor beam, sir?

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CTO: Modulate shielding to keep it disrupted. 

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> <Ens_Fixit>: Aye, sir.  :: Whistles quietly while making the needed adjustments. ::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> FCO: That would be an excellent idea. 

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::She taps some buttons on her Tricorder:: *XO*: Odd...it seems the Computer had programmed the discharge.

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: At once Commander. :: Begins modulating the frequencies.::

<Phil> Action: Tractor beam shakes the ship ,but it's low power isn't enough to hold the Ganymede.

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> ::after doing a search she finds these nanobots::  *CEO*:  Lieutenant, we have discovered that there are nanobots in the system, more specifically, the replicator systems.  The nanobots are rewriting files and they are multiplying.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *CNS*: And here I thought it was just the crew that didn't like Cisab.  Thank you CNS, return to the bridge. 

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> :: Shudders and sets the modulations to rotate quicker.::

<FCO_Droopy> ::trying to fly to increase the distance to the Constitution::

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Feels the ship shudder slightly as the tractor beam attempts to catch the Ganymede. ::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> OPS:  Commander, the priority on this investigation just got upped.  Those nanobots are the cause of Mr. Cisab's trip to sickbay.  And I wouldn't be surprised if they caused our security leaks as well. 

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> *XO*: On my way Commander. ::She flips her Tricorder shut and walks to the Turbo Lift:: Computer: Computer, Bridge please. ::She waits as it moves::

<FCO_Droopy> :: tries to compensate for the shuddering::

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> XO:  Understood.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> *OPS* The replicator systems? Uh, aye, sir. I did back up computer files before we scanned into Romulan space but we've got to get rid of the nanobots first.

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::The Turbo Lift stops and the doors slide open. She walks out and heads for her chair. She reaches it and takes a seat::

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Keys console. ::  *OPS* I'm attempting to isolate the replicator systems now, sir.

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> *CEO*:  Understood.   Oh, Lt, those nanobots are top priority on the get lost list.  They are the cause of Cisab's Sickbay trip.  They also could be the alleged security leaks we are having.

<FCO_Droopy> :: again checking the readouts to plot the best possible course:: 

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: LtCmdr. Cisab suddenly awakes in sickbay,  rises from the bed and attacks the Doctor with some type of energy discharge, and then moves to a computer console.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> *OPS* Understood, commander. I'm working from here because I don't think we can spare the time for me to leave ME.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> ::Continues to attempt to isolate Replicator Systems from other systems. ::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> <MO_Ens_Pl'eh> ::Falls to the floor, hurt::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CTO: Get me a tactical readout on the Constitution.  I want to know what's powering her, what systems are online, and more importantly, who's flying her. 

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: Systems all over the ship begin to go down, starting with Impulse power.

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> *CEO*:  Understood.

<FCO_Droopy> XO: We are loosing Impulse, Sir ...

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::Has a strange feeling:: XO: Commander I am sensing something strange with one of the crew. ::Pauses::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *CEO*: Chief, what in blazes is going on? 

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: Aye Commander.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> *XO/OPS* They're too fast! I can't isolate them before they've gotten through another pathway!

<FCO_Droopy> ::franticly searching for more energy for the engines::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CNS: Can you elaborate? 

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> ::curses at the CEO's report::  *CEO*:  Understood.

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> :: Begins scanning the Constitution for threats and propulsion and crew.::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> XO: Commander Cisab is now awake and I sense, something strange with him. Unsure at the moment but he is up to something, something with the computer. ::Pauses:: XO: Like a survival instinct for some strange reason.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Feels the ship lurch as Impulse drives go down. ::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CTO: Lt, get a security team down to sickbay.  Detain Cisab. 

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: A transporter beam is detected and Cisab appears in main engineering.

<FCO_Droopy> ::plots course but with the lack of power has to change it to avoid shrapnel::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> XO: He may somehow be infected with the nanobots, it is like he is trying to survive.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Looks up from his console as Cisab materializes. ::  Cisab: Commander?

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: Aye Commander. Sec Team Alpha: Detain Lt. Cmdr. Cisab at once.

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: The constitution begins to close on the Ganymede as she drifts to a stop,

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> FCO: Mr. Droopy, what's our position relative to the Constitution? 

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> <Sec Team Alpha> *CTO*: At once Lt.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Recovers a bit. ::  Cisab: Commander, were you able to reconfigure the pod to your satisfaction?  :: Looks down and attempts to isolate the nanobots once again. ::

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> XO: I just detected a transporter beam,   Sir,  Lt. Cmdr Cisab just beamed to Engineering.

<LTCmdr_Cisab> ::Walks directly to the main console and emits an energy beam that reconfigures the computer.

<FCO_Droopy> XO: the Constitution is directly behind us 180 mark 001 and we have lost all power to the engines, sir.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CTO: Lt, divert your team, lockdown Engineering. 

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *CEO*: Chief, subdue and detain Cisab at all costs, consider him to be dangerous. 

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> XO: I would suggest locking down all Computer systems except for here. Then have Security Teams here for when Cisab comes.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> FCO: Can you bring our weapons to bear? 

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Stares, mouth agape, at Cisab. ::  Cisab: What..? How...?  Who...?

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> *Sec Team Alpha*: Report to ME. That's where the target is. Implement lockdown procedures upon arrival.

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: All bridge computer functions are locked out.

<FCO_Droopy> XO: I will try, sir :: makes an attempt to give the CTO a clean shot::

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Hears the XO's warning, heads for a phaser compartment. ::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> Computer: Isolate the bridge from the main computer core. 

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> <Ens_Fixit>:  ::Throws a spanner at Cisab.::

<FCO_Droopy> XO: No use, sir, I am locked out of my console.

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> ::goes to see what her console says and she can't::  XO:  I am locked out of my console.

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> :: Begins banging on his useless console.:: XO: I'm locked out Commander.

<LTCmdr_Cisab> ::Turns and grabs Fixit and sends him to the floor with a discharge.::

<FCO_Droopy> :: taps the console lightly to see if it might work again::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::Sighs:: Self: If only we were fast enough.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> ::slams his fist down on the armrest::  *CEO*: Chief, we're locked out up here, what's going on? 

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Grabs a phaser from its locker, checks the setting, and turns towards Cisab. ::

<LTCmdr_Cisab> ::Now turns his attention toward the Chief and advances on him::

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> *XO* I'm attempting to apprehend LtCmdr Cisab now, sir!  :: Fires Phaser on stun setting. ::

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: The constitution is now within range to attach an energy beam and begins to drain power from the ship.

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> *Sec Team Alpha*: Status report.

<LTCmdr_Cisab> ::Staggers back, but advances toward the chief again

<FCO_Droopy> ::turns to the XO and shakes his head:: XO: All dead..., sir, shall we launch the shuttles ?

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> <Sec Team Alpha> *CTO*: We have arrived at ME and are moving in to isolate it now.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Fires again, a little bit worried. ::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> FCO: I'm not following you Mr. Droopy. 

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: Warp reactors begin to send power to the constitution at a tremendous rate.

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::Listens and tries to see what is happening through the CEO, mentally::

<FCO_Droopy> XO: to try and fend off the constitution..

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> FCO: I have little faith in a shuttle's firepower against a Constitution Class vessel.  

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CTO: Your assessment? 

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> < ENS_Lynch> *CTO*: We are moving in now. It appears that the CEO and the LtCmdr. are in a fire fight.

<LTCmdr_Cisab> ::Reaches the chief and emits another pulse::

<FCO_Droopy> XO: No but they might be able to disable their tractor, sir

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> FCO: Understood, go ahead. 

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> XO: Commander from what I gather from Lieutenant Mash'ev he is panicked and of course stressed, which is to be expected.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Attempting to change to a heavy stun setting, Cisab reaches him first. ::  Self: Aaaaarrrrrgghh!!

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CNS: Better news would have been that he was satisfied and elated... 

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: I agree, sir. We are now sitting like a dead duck ripe for plunder, Commander, but I have a thought. But it's extreme.

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: The chief drops to the floor stunned, just as the security team fires on him.

<FCO_Droopy> *Shuttlebay*: Bridge to Shuttlebay prepare for launch ::Runs to the TurboLift:: Computer: Shuttlebay 1

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CTO: Let's hear it. 

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> XO: Yes but of course, I just report what I gather.

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> :: notices a power drain::  XO:  Our power is being drained from our systems.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> :: Falls to the floor of ME. ::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CNS: It was a joke CNS, relax...if you can't stay calm in a situation like this, then you're going to find yourself overwhelmed with stress on this vessel. 

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: Cisab stumbles back and falls to the floor unmoving.

<FCO_Droopy> ::exits at the shuttle bay and enters one of the ready shuttles:: *XO* Sir we are ready to launch

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> XO: Stressed? Believe me sir I do not stress easily.

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: I don't know if the repel boarders program will work on the nano bots, but it might get us back computer control for the amount of time we need to turn things our way.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> OPS: I want you to stall the flow to create a feedback surge, try and overload the Constitution's systems. 

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> <TO_Stunner> *CTO* LtCmdr Cisab is down, sir.

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> <TO_Stunner> :: Goes and inspects the unconscious Cisab, checking vitals with tricorder. ::

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> * TO_Stunner*: Excellent work. Keep him that way, and give him a nice view of the inside of our brig.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> CTO: I have no idea what you're talking about Lt, but I'll trust your judgment.  Find a working console on another deck and implement the plan. 

<FCO_Droopy> :: launches the shuttle to try and plots attack patterns :: XO: Launching, Sir

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> XO:  Sir, I would love to but we are still locked out of our consoles.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> OPS: Right right, it's always something.  The whole ship isn't disabled, do it from Engineering. 

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> XO: Aye Commander. :: Goes to the TL and enters.:: TL: Auxiliary Control.

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: The constitutions weapons come online and knock out one of the shuttles thrusters.

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: The FCO goes for a wild ride before recovering control.

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> TL: Make that ME

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> <TO_Stunner> :: Checks on Lt Mash'ev and Ens Fixit. ::

<FCO_Droopy> @:: aiming on the tractor beam of the constitution:: COM: USS Ganymede: XO: Do I have permission to open fire, sir? ::feels the shudder of the impact and looses balance::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> COM: Shuttle: FCO: Most definitely Mr. Droopy. 

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> XO:  Aye.   ::gets a relief for OPS and she gets up and enters the TL and she heads for Main Engineering::

<FCO_Droopy> @:: fires at the tractor beam with a full spread::

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> :: Exits the TL and goes into ME and finds the console and begins the Repel Boarders program.:: 

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: The tractor beam is disabled and the Decommissioned ship begins to turn away, back toward the salvage yard.

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> ::she reaches Engineering::

<CNS_LtJG_Selar> ::She watches the ship turn:: Self: Strange.

<FCO_Droopy> @::trying to find an other angle while in the back consoles are exploding:: COM: USS Ganymede: XO: The tractor beam is disabled sir ... I am returning to ship

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> <TO_Stunner> *SB* Please send a medical team to ME, there are three unconscious humanoids, suffering from heavy stun.

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> COM: Shuttle: FCO: Understood, good work. 

<FCO_Droopy> ::returning to the shuttlebay::

<LTCmdr_Cisab> Action: Engineering console shows more systems in the computer being rerouted, life support deactivated on some decks.

<FCO_Droopy> ::exits the shuttle and returns to the bridge via turbolift::

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> ::she goes to a console to start working on the feedback surge ordered by the XO::  *XO*:  Starting the surge in a few moments

<CEO_Lt_Mash`ev> <MO_Healer>  :: Exits TL and heads for ME. ::

<XO_Cmdr_Mordane> *OPS*: Your diligence is commended Commander.  Mr. Droopy was able to get the Constitution to disengage via other methods. 

<FCO_Droopy> ::exits the Turbolift and goes straight to the XO:: XO: After the tractor was disabled the Constitution turned away, both shuttles received phaser damage but are in tact, no casualties to report, sir

<CTO_Lt_Ashworth> :: Looks at the console and sees not too encouraging news there.::  *XO*: It appears to have worked, but the nanobots are adapting to it. Any suggestions on purging them completely?

<OPS_Cmdr_Ashworth> *XO*:  Understood.  I'll help the CEO in getting the systems rerouted.

<LTCmdr_Cisab> 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


